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perhaps interesting to note that the Irqg contribution
of a Fe nn equals roughly that determined in pure
iron by adding small nonmagnetic impurities (e.g. , 27
kOe for Al impurities). '

This interpretation also explains the additional reso-
nances found in the ordered Ni3Fe at 145 and 186 kOe,
and attributed by Burch e] al.' to Ni with three and
five Fe nn, respectively. The above figures show that
replacement of one nn Ni by a nn Fe alters the field

by 21.5 kOe, which then explains the additional reso-
nances at 186 and 145 kOe with respect to the main
resonance at 167 kOe. These results may also be used

' G. K. Wertheim, V. Jaccarino, J. H. Wernick, and D. N. E.
Buchanan, Phys. Rev. Letters 12, 24 (1964).

to interpret the somewhat complicated spectrum of the
disordered sample of Ni3Fe. The broad maximum at
55 MHz (which corresponds to 146 kOe) is certainly
due to the resonance of Ni nuclei in a perfectly dis-
ordered environment; its field value of 146 kOe is in
agreement with that obtained from the Mossbauer
measurements (147 kOe). In the spectrum there are
two additional sharp resonances, which can be attrib-
uted to Ni nuclei, namely at 155 and 177 kOe. We
suggest that the 155-kOe resonance comes from Ni
nuclei, which have three nn Fe, nine nn Ni, and six
nnn Fe, and the 177-kOe resonance from Ni nuclei
with four nn Fe, eight nn Ni, and six nnn Fe. We
cannot as yet explain why these configurations are
more stable than others.
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An expression of Schmid for the "extra" diamagnetic susceptibility is evaluated to facilitate comparison
with the experiments of Gollub et al.

'N a paper of the same title, Schmid' has obtained an
~ - expression for the contribution to the diamagnetic
susceptibility at zero field arising from fluctuations in
the superconducting order parameter. The same result
has been obtained by Schmidt. ' We here generalize
Schmid's result to the experimentally realized case of
finite fields. Instead of the susceptibility, we calculate
directly the magnetization, which is the measured
quantity. The experiment has been carried out by
Gollub et al.'

Our starting point is the expression for the free energy
of Schmid:
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where U is the volume of the system, m* is the mass of
the electron pair, t is the coherence length at zero Geld,
and 8=4eB/hc is proportional to the magnetic Geld.
The expression for 5 is divergent, but the part of it
which depends on field is not.

We now introduce the function G(y) =Ly7 —y, where

Ly7 is the integer part of y. Then we may write

dk (x
dx —Z(k, x) G'i —+1 . (2)
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Here Z=ln(2m*mkTh '/(k'+x+l ')] and G' is the
derivative of G, which has 8-function contributions at
y=B+s.

Thus we obtain

VkT4e " dk g g
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Carrying out the differentiation, and the integral over h,
replacing x by yB and inserting the explicit expression
for G, we obtain
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where

UkT 4e 3f~

(4)
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Fro. 1. Function J(y) defined in the text. Also plotted is 1/24h+ —',)'", which is the form first used by Gollub et al {Ref.3) to .fit
their experimental results. It was heuristically obtained by modifying Schmid s result by simply shifting the transition tempera-
ture T,.
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The integrals may be performed, and f may be written

f(~)=, -s' & &-'I 1+— (7)
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where c„=[(ts+y)'—-']"' and b„=[is(B+y)+bc„] '"
The series is related to the generalized Riernann l
function. The low-field limit, y ~~, is in agreement
with the result of Schmid, giving the result f(y)
—+ 1/24yi/'. Since the field dependence enters through y,
it does not sufhce to consider just the low-field limit,
however. In particular, the transition is shifted from

T.s to T.(H), ' for which y= —s. In this limit f(y)~ 1/4(y+s)'/s. Figure 1 gives the result of a numerical

computation of this function.


